Yasin is said to serve as a conduit for billions of dollars
of Saudi money to be invested in Turkey. Much of this
money has gone into huge real estate projects in Istanbul, which has been Erdogan’s personal stronghold
since the days he was mayor of the city.
Erdogan reacted to charges against him with his
customary rage, and had the prosecutors dismissed. He
then proceeded to purge no fewer than 350 senior police
officers, mostly from the anti-terrorist squads. He
charged that the whole case was a plot by the followers
of Fethullah Gulen, the head of a moderate Islamic
community who has been in exile living in Pennsylvania for decades, to overthrow the government. Members of Gulen’s movement, which is said to own the
Turkish daily Today’s Zaman, were in fact original supporters of the AKP, but broke with the party’s policy of
joining the Sunni Alliance.

Money and Weapons Flows

No sooner was this investigation crushed than a few
months later, in January 2014, Turkish gendarmes,
acting on an intelligence tip, stopped several trucks en
route to Syria. According to press reports, they found
they were filled with weapons and ammunition obviously headed for anti-Assad terrorists. Sitting next to
the drivers were agents of the MIT, the intelligence service attached to the Prime Minister’s office.
Erdogan again acted in rage, declaring the trucks
were carrying humanitarian aid to Syrian Turkmen. He
then ordered the gendarmes arrested, including the general officers and the prosecutor, charging them with a
plot to overthrow the government and other wild
charges. The affair led to yet another nation-wide purge
of the security services.
The case surfaced again last month in the Turkish
media when Cumhuriyet, one of Turkey’s oldest dailies, published copies of documents presented to the
court concerning the case, which detailed the amount of
ammunition and weapons found on the trucks. In response, the daily’s two editors were arrested and
charged with espionage. They are currently sitting in
prison.
These cases are only the tip of a huge iceberg of corruption which has seen tens of billions of dollars flow
into Turkey. The money not only goes to support the
fighting in Syria—that has led to 350,000 Syrian deaths
and up to 10 million refugees,—but has lined the pockets of AKP officials and Erdogan himself.
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The fact that billions of dollars have entered Turkey
annually as “unregistered capital inflow,” i.e. black
money, has been documented in the leading Turkish
daily, Hurriyet. The latter linked a rise in the inflow to
funding of the AKP election campaign held only a few
weeks ago where the AKP once again, contrary to all
the polls, received an absolute majority.
Hurriyet showed that while the economy this year
has been totally flat, the balance of payments deficit miraculously decreased. In 2014 the current account deficit was $42 billion. For the first nine months of this year
it is only $25 billion. This drop to $25 billion came
from $8 billion from known legitimate sources, $4 billion dollars from reserves, and the rest from “net error
and omission” or “unregistered capital inflow.” Hurriyet reported that this latter category is understood as
“money laundering and foreign currency coming from
the crime economy.”
This “unregistered capital inflow,” twice that of the
same period last year, is said to be $13.44 billion. This
only accounts for illegal transfers from outside the
country and not the billions made on smuggling to and
from Syria, which includes oil from IS and Turkish
manufactured weapons and ammunition in the other direction.
The Turkish population itself suffers greatly from
Erdogan’s rule. The country is split down the middle.
Half the population supports the AKP’s rule by corruption and patronage. But the other half, comprising the
republican current and ethnic religious minorities such
as the Kurds, have been unable to mount an effective
unified opposition that can unseat the AKP from power.
Nonetheless if Obama falls, Erdogan will soon
follow.

RUSSIAN GENERALS

Russia Exposes
Turkish-IS Oil Trade
Dec. 8—As promised by Putin, the Russian government and top-level military of Russia’s General Staff
on December 2 gave an extensive briefing to media on
this illegal, “industrial-sized” operation through which
Brunelleschi
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Armed Forces has irrefutable evidence of Turkey’s involvement
based on aerial and space reconnaissance data.” Deputy Defense
Minister Antonov specified that
President Erdogan, his family,
and the country’s “senior political
leadership” were guilty of facilitating the purchase of oil from
ISIS. In the West, he said, “no one
has asked questions about the fact
that the Turkish President’s son
heads one of the biggest energy
companies, or that his son-in-law
has been appointed Energy minister. What a marvelous family
business!”
Lt. Gen. Mizintsev provided
Vadim Savitsky, Vadim Grishankin
The panel at the Dec. 2 media briefing on ISIS-Turkey oil smuggling, held by the Russian further detail on a flow of miliNational Centre for State Defense Control.
tants, munitions, and automobile
hardware “coming from Turkey,”
Turkey—most especially President Recep Tayyip Erwhich have provided key re-inforcements to ISIS and
dogan and his family—finances the Islamic State
Jabhat al-Nusra.
(ISIS), by purchasing the oil ISIS has stolen from Syria
Gen. Rudskoy presented the bulk of the very deand Iraq. Deputy Defense Minister Anatoly Antonov,
tailed report on the main transportation routes into
Lt. Gen. Sergei Rudskoy, Chief of the Main Operational
Turkey used by the jihadis. The many maps, videos,
directorate of the General Staff, and Lt. Gen. Mikhail
and satellite images he used showed convoys of vehiMizintsev, Chief of the National Center for State Decles freely crossing the Turkish border, from Syrian terfense Control, used satellite and reconnaissance photos,
ritory controlled by al-Nusra and ISIS. “These vehicles
videos, and maps to demonstrate the extent of Turkey’s
are not checked at the Turkish side,” he said, and there
“business” operations with the Islamic terrorists.
are hundreds of such vehicles. The Turkish ports of
Spelling out the magnitude of the illegal operation,
Dortyol and Iskenderun possess special mooring places
Gen. Rudskoy reported that, in total, it involves 8,500
for tankers; oil is loaded onto vessels and sent to oiltrucks transporting up to 200,000 tons of oil daily, with
processing facilities outside Turkey. Rudskoy detailed
most of the trucks entering Turkish territory from Iraq.
locations of other oil-extraction operations, such as the
In the two months that Russian air forces have been in
region near Deir ez-Zor, under ISIS control, where
Syria, he continued, they have destroyed 32 oil produclarge concentrations of tanker trucks can be seen waittion facilities, 11 refineries and 23 oil pumping stations,
ing for shipments.
plus a total of 1,080 tanker trucks. This has reduced the
He pointedly explained that, “as there are no strikes
illegal oil turnover by almost 50%, and reduced illegal
by the U.S.-led coalition” on any of these convoys,
oil revenues from $3 million per day to $1.5 million per
the Defense Ministry will post on its website the “coday.
ordinates of active concentration areas with tanker
But terrorists continue to receive financial resources,
trucks,” for other nations to use. “The Russian aviahe warned, as well as weapons, ammunition, and other
tion group will continue performing tasks concerning
supplies for their activities
liquidating oil infrastructure facilities of the ISIS ter“Certain nations, primarily Turkey,” Gen. Rudsrorist organization in the Syrian Arab Republic. The
koy said, “are directly involved in the Islamic State’s
Russian Defense Ministry also encourages the coalilarge-scale business project, thereby aiding the terrortion colleagues [to take] such action,” Gen. Rudskoy
ists. The General Staff of the Russian Federation
stated.
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